IN SITU QUANTIFICATION OF SOIL ORGANIC MATTER BY CP/MAS
SOLID 13c NMR.
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Solid state 13c NMR is an important analytical technique
for the characterization of soil organic matter (SOM) in
agricultural and forest eco-systems. There is considerable
uncertainty, however, concerning the reliability of NMR
spectra for the quantification of . functional groups in SOM.
As .,part of the National Soil Conservation Program, a study
wasundertaken to define an analytical protocol to enable
the quantification of soil c by CP/MAS 13c NMR in intact
soil samples.
This study indicated that the proportion of soil c observed
by solid 13c-NMR varied between 79 and 103% of the soil
organic c. The %Cobserved was described as a logarithmic
function of the magnetic susceptibilityjorganic-C ratio.
Aromatic-c in a cultivated Gleysol was 1.0 t ha-l Scm and it
represented 9% of the total soil organic carbon. The
proportion of c aromaticity in solid soil samples is lower
than average values reported earlier for soil humic and
fulvic acid fractions.
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Introduction
Classical chemical characterization of soil organic matter
(SOM) in humic and fulvic acid fractions involves the use of
alkaline and acid chemical extractants (Schnitzer, 1991).
This analytical approach extracts between 20-60% of the
total SOM and the extreme pH values during extraction may
produc.e artifacts (Worobey and Webster, 1981).
On the other hand, solid state 13c-NMR is a non-intrusive,
non-destructive method which'has helped to characterize the
SOM in mineral and organic soils (Wilson et al., 1981;
Preston et al; 1989). Solid state 13c NMR with crosspolarization (CP) and magic angle spinning (MAS) facilitates
analysis of complex soil organic matter (Arshad et al.,
1988; Oades et al., 1988). Cross polarization increases
signal to noise ratios by about 4 times. The magic angle
technique spins samples at speeds greater than 2 KHz and at
an angle of 54° 44' to the magnetic field to remove chemical
shift anistrospy (Snape et al., 1989; Axelson, 1989).
One of the problems in the interpretation of results from
CP/MAS 13c NMR analysis is the uncertainty of how much of
the studied substance is represented in the final spectra.
The amount of paramagnetic elements and free organic
radicals present in samples affect signal intensities and
thus quantification (Snape et al., 1989; Preston, 1984).
One approach to solve this quantitative problem is to
conduct spin counting experiments by adding a substance of a
known weight to the sample (Vasallo et al., 1987). In soil
systems, characterization of indigenous SOM by CP/MAS solid
13c-NMR has been only qualitative. Quantification of organic
matter in soils by solid NMR would permit to evaluate:
organic chemical properties; as well as temporal and spatial
transformations of SOM in agro-ecosystems.
The objective of this article is to report on preliminary
findings obtained from CP/MAS solid 13c NMR experiments
designed to: a) quantify the chemical functional groups of
SOM, and b) evaluate the effect of soil magnetism on CP/MAS
13c NMR spectra.
Material and Methods.
Soil samples from adjacent cultivated and uncultivated
G1eysols were taken from the 0-5 em depth in 1991~ The
cultivated field had been continuously cropped to corn for
the last 80-100y. The uncultivated soil was under a mixed
hardwood forest. Soil samples were analyzed on a Bruker CXP200 solid state CP/MAS 13c NMR equipped with a 7mm Doty
Scientific magic angle solid probe. All spectra were
collected at 50.13 MHz under the following conditions: sweep
width 20 kHz, line broadening factor of 75 Hz was applied
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prior to Fourier transform; contact time was 2 msec; recycle
delay was 3 to 5 seconds, and number of scans from 5,000 to
15,000. Chemical shifts were referenced externally to
tetramethylsilane (TMS) via adamantane as a secondary
reference.
%Cobserved
For quantitative analysis, known weights of KBr, soil and
glycine were intimately mixed and delivered to the sample
holder. NMR spectra of the spiked (+glycine) and unspiked
soil samples were then obtained. These two spectrum were
integrated between -50 to 300 ppm followed by a baseline fit
to remove the soil 13c NMR signal intensity. The latter
helps to define the signal intensity of glycine in the
presence of soil.
The %Cobserved was calculated as follows:
Mo Co Ix
• - • - • 100 , where
Mx Cx Io

%Cobserve~

Mo=weight of glycine, Mx=weight of soil, Co=weight %C in
glycine (32), Cx=weight %C in soil samples; Ix and Io
represent the integrated signal intensities of the soil and
glycine, respectively.
Soil magnetic susceptibility (MS) was measured with a
magnetic susceptibility meter (model MS2) and sensor (type
MS2B) of Barlington instruments, Oxford, England. Soil
organic-c (Co) was determined by difference between total-C
and inorganic-c. Total c was measured by dry combustion and
inorganic-C by acid digestion.
Results and Discussion.

The proportion of 13c observed by solid CP/MAS NMR in two
Gleysols and their particle size fraction varied byetween 79
and 103% (Table 1). According to Table 1, about 20% of the
13c was not observed in samples low in organic-c (<2.5%).
The loss of observed c may be the result of the combined
effects of low %C, paramagnetic interference and the
presence of free permanent or transient radicals of the
semiquinone type (Axelson, 1989; Schnitzer, 1991). Other
studies have shown that it is possible to increase the
proportion of observed c by chemically removing
paramagnetics and organic free radicals ' (Arshad, 1988; Snape
et al., 1989). Such sample treatment, however, may extract
significant amounts of c present in the original sample
(Arshad, 1988; Monreal 1992, unpublished results).
The present authors are not aware of similar quantitative
studies conducted with solid soil samples. The value for
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%Cobserved re~orted in this article are higher than those
reported for 3c in coal samples. Typically, between 15 and
50% of·the 13c is not observed in solid coal samples. The
latter depends on the nature of the coal and the specific
experimental parameters (Maciel,. 1989; Wilson, 1989).
The %Cobserved was best described as a logarithmic function
of the magnetic susceptibility (MS)jorganic carbon (Co)
ratio (Figure 1). No significant relation was found between
the %Cobserved with either organic C or magnetic
susceptibility alone.
The soil magnetic susceptibility
depends on the concentration and physical properties of
ferromagnetic mineral like maghemite, magnetite and
titanomagnetites (Mullins, 1977). No relation was found
b$tween total soil iron and %Cobserved (data not shown).
Earlier studies found that parammagnetics like cu and Fe+3
can affect the contact and relaxation times of 13c and lH
nuclei during solid 13cNMR experiments (Preston et al.,
1984; Pfeffer et al., 1984). In our study, high ratios of
MS/Co decreased the signal-to-noise ratio and affected the
quality of the NMR spectra.
The analytical NMR protocol followed in.this study allowed
the quantification of SOM chemical functional groups for a
cultivated Gleysol. For this purpose, the chemical shifts
in the NMR spectra were grouped into different areas
representing aliphatic-c (0-100 ppm), acetal-C (100-107
ppm), aromatic-c (110-160 ppm), carboxylic-c {160-200 ppm),
and ketone-c (200-220 ppm). Values for the various types of
organic c are expressed on the basis of Cobserved = 80%
(Table 1). Hence, the c content in each one of the five
chemical groups could be increased by 20% if it is assumed
that non-observed C is equally distributed among all
functional groups.
Aliphatic compounds comprised the largest group followed by
carboxylic, aromatic, acetal and ketone type of compounds
(Table 1). Similar C distribution is expected to be found
in the plow layer of 20 em. The amount of aromatic-c was 1.0
t ha-l 5 em and it represented 9% of the total soil organic
carbon and close to 20% of the total aliphatic compounds.
Interestingly, the mass of aromatic-c was 75% lower than iri
the native forest soil (data not shown) and much lower than
the 35% aromaticity typically reported for chemically
extracted soil humic acids (Schnitzer, 1990).
These results.indicate that it is possible to quantify the
chemical composition of SOM in their own gee-biochemical
environment. The latter provides an opportunity to better
quantify: chemical properties of SOM; processes controlling
SOM accretion during pedogenesis; biochemical processes and
their rates of reaction transforming soil organic components
within specific chemical boundaries.
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Conclusion

This investigation permits the following conclusions:
- CP/MAS solid 13cNMR observed between 80 and
100% of the soil 13c. This allowed to
quantify the chemical composition of
organic matter in solid soil samples.
- The soil magnetic susceptibilityjorganic-c
ratio influenced the proportion of soil 13c
observed by solid CP/MAS NMR.
- The amount of aromatic-c in solid Gleysolic
sample-s was lower than typical average
values reported for chemically extracted
soil humic and fulvic acid fractions.
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Table 1. The effects of soil .organic matter and magnetic
susceptibility · on the %C observed by solid NMR.
Soil
Management Fraction
Corn
Whole
Sand
Coarse Clay
Fine Clay
Forest

Whole
Sand
Coarse Clay

Organic-c
(%)

Magn. Susc.l

9.,0

I3c

(xlo-6 cgs g-1)

observed

1.92
1.07
2.91
2.50

1.29
1.13
1.58
2.00

80
81
91
79

10.03
17.54
7.91

2.00
3.68
1.44

90
102
103

1. Magn. Susc.=magnetic susceptibility.
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Figure 1. The effects of magnetic susceptibilityjorganic-c
ratio on the ·%cobserved by CP/MAS solid 13c NMR,
(r2=0.76).
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